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Today’s agenda
14:30 - Intro 
15:40 - Azure IoT Central: the road so far
15:20 - Demo: Connecting Business to IoT in 15mins
16:00 - Focus on Connected Products
16:50 - Q/A



Businesses
Products 
& Assets



SolutionsPlatform Services Intelligent Edge

Azure IoT Hub

Azure IoT Hub 
Device Provisioning Service 

Azure Digital Twin

Azure Time Series Insights

Azure IoT Edge

Azure Sphere

Azure IoT Central

Azure IoT Solution Accelerators

Windows 10 IoT Azure IoT Reference Architecture

Microsoft IoT Product Portfolio



Azure IoT Central
Hosted IoT Solution Platform

Generally Available















Get results fast by leveraging a fully-managed SaaS solution with
built-in analytics

Grow and scale with ease, securely with a solution that integrates with
your business

Enterprise grade solution built on proven services and decades of IoT experience



Device connectivity and management

Controlled Data Import/Export

Monitoring rules & triggered actions

User roles and permissions

Dashboards, visualization & insights

Fully hosted and managed by Microsoft



Connect 
and Manage 

Things at 
scale

Manage 
applications

at scale
Turn Data

into Insights
Extend the

IoT 
experience

The peace
of mind of 
true SaaS



• Simplified & secure device connectivity

• Integrates Device Provisioning Service

• Supports TPM, X509, SAS

• Device import/export experience

• Easily manage & control connected devices 

• Authorize, block, etc.

• Device groups

• Full Command & Control

• Bulk update settings and properties

• Remote execution of commands

• Azure Maps integration

Connect and 
Manage 
Things at 

scale



• IT Friendly Management
• Azure Portal support
• ARM Support
• Azure CLI
• Azure CSP multi-tier support
• Integrated in Azure billing

• Application Management
• Device templates, App Templates & App Copy
• Azure SDKs
• Support Chat
• Demos

Manage 
applications

at scale



• Visualize devices’ data (telemetry, states, events) 
with just a few clicks
• Various charts & table available

• Find what you’re looking for
• Apply filters, zoom in/out, or split data
• Aggregation and windowing support to eliminate 

noisy alerts
• Real time monitoring
• Automate with rules and alerts

• Effortlessly scales to support very large number 
of devices

Turn Data
into Insights



• Integrate into your business
• Trigger multiple Actions with Rules
• Preview and send email notifications

• Trigger custom workflows (Microsoft Flow, 
Webhooks, Azure Functions)
• Microsoft Dynamics 365 Field Service

• Access your data your way
• Continuous Data Export to Azure storage
• Power BI Solution Template

• Diagnostics CLI to help debug device connectivity

Extend the
IoT 

experience



• We take care of 
• Disaster Recovery
• Automatic & elastic scaling
• Accessibility
• SLA

• We keep your solution secure 
• Threat modeling
• Red/Blue teams & pen-testing
• Secrets management

• Compliance & certifications
• GDPR, ISO 27001

The peace
of mind of 
true SaaS



Pay-As-You-Go
Per device, per month

with no hidden cost 

Start Free
Free forever

for up to 5 devices

Pricing





How about a connecting…





Global Livestock Market 101
• 30% of ice-free terrestrial surface area dedicated to livestock ops
• 95% of calves are conceived via artificial insemination
• ~5% YoY demand growth

Source: http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/365/1554/2853

Artificial insemination needs to be cheaper and efficient

Growing demand: breeders need more livestock



Start of estrus detected

16 Hours Later

Steps

Temp

Best spot for artificial insemination



↑Steps & ↓Temperature

Send someone to get the cow ready!
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MXChip IoT Developer KitWhat we need







Next step is going into production

Same code on chip
Same app on cloud



GYUHOTM SaaS
Estrus Detection System 



Source: www.fujitsu.com/jp/group/kyushu/en/solutions/industry/agriculture/gyuho/



Source: www.fujitsu.com/jp/group/kyushu/en/solutions/industry/agriculture/gyuho/







IoT is arguably enabled through  
connected products, but…

Product manufacturers are left out of the value chain
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) and Original 
Design Manufacturers (ODM) are often just passive 
players in the IoT landscape

Too much time is spent reinventing the wheel
The same equipment often needs to be integrated 
multiple times to enable different Vertical, forcing 
Solutions and Solution Aggregators (SA) and System 
Integrators (SI) to invest in low added-value activities
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Challenges for product manufacturers

Complexity
IoT is complex and OEMs/ODMs need specific and 
diverse skills to build connected product offerings
It is estimated that 11 separate skill sets are 
required to implement a full IoT solution. It is 
difficult to find all these skills in one partner or 
company, thus increasing complexity and costs.

Uberization
Manufacturing in most sectors is being 
commoditized and copycats are eroding margins at 
a rapid rate.
It is harder for a company to stay relevant when 
they offer the same old products using pay-once 
model. Businesses want to transition into a 
services/recurring revenue model, but find it hard 
to make this digital transformation leap

Confusion
For most manufacturers, IoT is something new and 
they do not have the experience or levels of 
understanding to make confident, informed 
decisions
The amount of noise that exists around IoT means 
that manufacturers are mostly betting on solutions 
that are based on marketing hype of the suppliers 
and do not fit their needs. 
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Connected Products: the 3rd wave of IT-Driven Competition

For hundreds of years, the types of products that were produced were mechanical, and 
value-chain activities were performed manually. This has changed with successive waves of information 
technology.

The 1st wave: Value Chain Automation

In the 1960s and 1970s, IT automated previously 
manual processes of information collection and 
processing in individual activities across the value 
chain, such as order processing and billing, which 
improved productivity.

2nd wave: Value chain dispersion and integration

In the 1980s and 1990s, the Internet enabled 
connectivity and integration across the value 
chain. Customer relationship management 
stitched together what had been separate 
processes; supply chains became more global, 
efficient, and optimized; and again, productivity 
improved. 

The 3rd wave: SMART, CONNECTED PRODUCTS

In this wave, information technology is embedded 
in the products themselves, transforming value 
creation by triggering a new wave of 
transformation in the value chain. A product 
becomes “smart” when technology, such as a 
sensor, is embedded in the product. A product 
becomes “connected” when one product is 
connected to another. With miniaturization and 
ubiquitous connectivity, it is possible to make all 
types of products smart and connected.
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The opportunity for Connected Products

Connected Products are better products
Smart, Connected Products offer exponentially 
expanding opportunities for new functionality, far 
greater reliability, much higher product utilization, 
and capabilities that cut across and transcend 
traditional product boundaries.

A new customer relationship
Having Connected Products means the point of 
sale is no longer the end of the relationship with a 
customer. Companies can leverage this continuous 
service innovation and increase revenue. Instead 
of selling a product, companies can sell a suite of 
services.

New insights, new business opportunities
Connected Products provide manufacturers with 
more data than ever. This information drives 
better understanding of how products is used and 
should be best used.
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Connected Products enable entirely new categories of opportunities, each building on the preceding layers.



Connected Products: a launchpad for 
any IoT strategy

Onboarding on Connected Products solutions has multiple 
benefits:
• It makes it way easier to have your equipment 

connected and its data available, dramatically shorten 
the time and complexity needed

• It enables manufacturers to become a data brokers for 
their customers, securely providing them data while 
retaining you desired/agreed level of control over it

• It accelerates the adoption of vertical solutions by your 
customers, by providing them products that are already 
connected, making them way easier to manage and 
integrate
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Connected Products are “onramp”
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Connected products as the cornerstone of IoT digital transformation
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Focused
Solutions

Business 
Applications

Connected  Services Intelligent 
Extensions

Azure IoT Central
Connected Products

Customer Relationship Management
Enterprise Resource Planning

Product Lifecycle Management
Manufacturing Execution System

CAD

Connected Field Service
Connected Customer Service

Mobile Solutions

Digital Twins Models
ML / Predictive Analytics
AI / Cognitive Services
Mixed Reality / Remote Assist

Retail
Health
Education
Government
Financial Services
Media & Communications
Energy (Manufacturing)

Your 
Equipment

Your 
Equipment

Your 
Equipment

Your 
Equipment

Your 
Equipment

Your 
Equipment



Using Azure IoT Central for Connected Products
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Azure IoT Central
Connected Products

Connectivity and Security
Secure auto-provisioning

Connectivity Management

Device Management
Remote Control

Configuration  Management
OTA Updates

Data Brokerage
Event Hub/Service Bus
Azure Blob Storage/Data Lake

Expansions
Connected Services
Intelligent Extensions

Basic Monitoring
Telemetry
Analytics & Rule Engine for Alerting
Device Health

Provides manufacturers with a hosted platform to connect their products with standardized:



Expanding with Connected Services

Equipment Health Monitoring
Automated monitoring of product telemetry to detect anomalies and 
trigger events

Connected Field Service
Trigger field service tickets based on product telemetry 

Connected Customer Service
Provide automated customer support and after sales services based on 
product telemetry

Product Usage Analytics
Create contextual datasets based on product telemetry to drive 
products’ design evolution
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Adding Intelligent Extensions

Digital Twins Models and Ontologies

Create comprehensive models of the physical environment with 
intelligence graphs to model the relationships and interactions between 
people, spaces, and devices.

ML / Predictive Analytics

Automate the creation of analytical models in order to enable 
algorithms to learn continuously with the help of available data.

AI / Cognitive Services

Leverage data from the physical world to make predictions – and 
decisions – across all areas of a business.

Mixed Reality / Remote Assist

Merge IoT data and insights with the physical world to make it even 
more powerful and useful
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Enabling Vertical Focused Solutions
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Focused
Solutions

Business 
Applications

Connected  
Services

Intelligent 
Extensions

Connected 
Products

Connected Products are “onramp” for vertical solution
bolstering their adoption



Complete the Digital Feedback Loop
linking to Business Applications

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Better engage and interact with customers thanks to the gained 
knowledge from the physical world

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Enable controlling, automating and streamlining the supply chain

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)

Gain a new understanding of the extended product lifecycle by creating 
digital continuity

Manufacturing Execution System (MES)

Enable new insights and optimizations of production processes

CAD

Design products based on real usage analytics and experience
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Customer Examples



Integrated Solution to Simplify and 
Accelerate Enterprise IoT Projects

“The Microsoft and Cradlepoint integration of 
the NetCloud and Azure IoT Central platforms 
is a huge win for companies seeking to build 
their own IoT solutions, and help bridge the 
OT and IT collaboration gap, improve IoT 
project outcomes and finally put the IT back 
into IoT.” 
James Brehm, Founder, James Brehm & 
Associates. 



Cradlepoint: Connected LTE/5G routers
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Thank you!


